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LBGAbstract In this paper, a vector quantization algorithm is proposed for image compression. The
proposed algorithm composed of three phases, initialization, iterative and ﬁnalization. The initial-
ization phase based on Max–Min algorithm. The iterative phase is an adaptive LBG algorithm. The
ﬁnalization frees the codebook from redundancy. The LBG adapted to locate the codebook points
to line up across the boundary of the objects they represent. The algorithm testing results showed
that images main features sustain the high compression ratios. The same algorithm is applicable to
codebook bins to improve the quality for the areas that have ﬁne details.
 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Demands for image compression are increasing as the
applications that depend on image processing rapidly spread
by time. Image processing application areas include health
care, defense, retail stores, Government Agencies, security,
industries, museums, and galleries.
Image compression and encoding format play a vital role in
the success of image processing based applications that inten-
sively use images [1–3]. Image compression basically provides
an effective representation to digital images. The compressed
representation of images increases systems ability to store,
access, exchange, and transmit images. Compression achievedby removal of one or more of the three basic data redundan-
cies: Coding Redundancy, Interpixel Redundancy, and
Psychovisual Redundancy [4]. Coding redundancy is due to
the use of non-optimal code words. Interpixel redundancy
results from correlations between image pixels. Psychovisual
redundancy is the existence of data that is insigniﬁcant to the
human visual system (i.e. visually non-essential information).
Compression techniques require decompress process to
retrieve the compressed image for further use by applications.
Image compression techniques are classiﬁed as follows:
exact and Lossy. The exact compression techniques assure
the retrieval of the decompressed image typical as the original.
Lossy compression techniques allow controlled loss of data.
The exact image compression techniques include, Run length
encoding, Huffman encoding, LZW coding, and Area
coding. Lossy techniques include Transformation Coding,
Vector Quantization, Fractal Coding, Block truncation
coding, and Sub band coding [5–6].
Vector Quantization (VQ), is one of the most popular and
simple to implement technique for source coding to images
and speech data. The VQ process is to ﬁnd a codebook well
212 A.H. Aboualirepresent the rest of the domain. The quality of representation
requires declaration of a distortion measure. There are already
several algorithms [7–11] published on how to generate a
codebook. The most commonly used VQ algorithm is the
one presented by Linde, Buzo, and Gray, (LBG) [12] and
generalized by Lloyd [13], 1982. The vector quantization puts
the input samples into groups of well-deﬁned vectors based
on the distortion measure. The vector quantization has been
widely used, beside the encoding/compression, in applications
such as pattern recognition, speech recognition, face detection
and neural networks design [14–16].
In conventional LBG algorithm, the initial codebook is
chosen at random from the training data set. Then, the algo-
rithm iterates between bins decomposition and new codebook
generation steps until it meets the stop condition. The stop
condition could be certain number of iterations or insigniﬁcant
change in the codebook. The performance of the LBG algo-
rithm is extremely dependent on the selection of the initial
codebook. It is observed that sometimes it produces poor qual-
ity codebook due to the bad codebook initialization; it always
converges to the nearest local minimum. In addition, it is
observed that the time required to complete the iterations
depends upon good initial codebook. In literatures, several
initialization techniques have been reported for obtaining a
better local minimum [16–17]. The algorithm computational
complexity is another problem for the LBG. Many researchers
proposed several computational complexity reductions [11].
Recently, the use of neural networks in vector quantization
process is a rich subject for the researchers [6].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed
VQ is given in Section 2. Tests and results are presented in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 is the conclusion.
2. The proposed Multi-Object Vector Quantization (MOVQ)
The proposed compression technique is an adaptive LBG
algorithm. The algorithm operates in three consequent phases:
initialization, iterative, and ﬁnalization. In the initial phase,
the initial codebook selected, during the iterative phase the
codebook reﬁned, and the ﬁnalization phase removes
redundant codebook points.
In the decoding process, pixels are assigned the gray value
of its nearest neighbor codebook point.2.1. The initialization phase
For this phase, an algorithm referred to as the max–min algo-
rithm used for specifying the initial codebook. It is convenient
to deﬁne this algorithm before proceeding. To do this we
assume the structure of adapted Euclidean vector space. The
pixel vector a e Y within the image is a three dimension vector
of the coordinates and gray value. The adapted Euclidean
distance is deﬁned as follows:
d 2ða; bÞ ¼ ka bk2 ¼ aððaðxÞ  bðxÞÞ2 þ ðaðyÞ  bðyÞÞ2Þ
þ bðaðgÞ  bðgÞÞ2 : a; b 2 Yg; ð1Þ
where aðxÞ; aðyÞ; aðgÞ denotes the x-coordinate, y-coordinate,
and the gray value of the pixel point a consequently,
a, b e [0, 1] are weighting factors.The max–min algorithm is characterized by the following
procedure. The algorithm initialized with an arbitrary a e Y;
it then chooses b, c, . . .., k e Y according to the rules:
(i) b is maximizing point {ky  ak2:y e Y}
(ii) c is a maximizing point of
{min {ky  ak2, ky  bk2}:y e Y}
(iii) :
(iv) :
(v) k is a maximizing point offminfky ak2; ky bk2; . . . ; ky jk2g : y 2 Yg
The set of points speciﬁed by the max–min algorithm is
referred to as kernel. We note that the kernel is uniformly well
distributed throughout Y. However unlike a uniform grid, the
max–min algorithm kernel contains only points of Y. It is
apparent that
max
Y
fminfky ak2; . . . :; ky ek2g : y 2 Yg
 max
Y
fminfky ak2; . . . :; ky ek2; ky fk2g : y 2 Yg
And hence the maxima generated by the algorithm are
monotone decreasing. Thus a stop rule is possible based on
either (1) an a priori kernel cardinality or (2) an a priori e 0,
the condition max 6 e. In the latter case it is apparent that
the kernel, as a codebook, would give a maximum distortion
error6e. In the former case the kernel cardinality is controlled.
2.2. The iterative phase
The iterative phase is adapted version of the LBG algorithm.
The modiﬁcations for the LBG algorithm are done via
inclusion of weighted vectors and reﬂected vectors.
2.2.1. The Basic vector quantization algorithm
We consider the use of max–min algorithm as an initial condi-
tion for the LBG algorithm. To be clear in our notation, let
UðjÞ ¼ fu1ðjÞ;u2ðjÞ; . . . ;umðjÞg; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ::
Denote the VQ codebook as it evolves under the LBG
algorithm. Then, U(1) is the max–min algorithm kernel. Let
b(j) = {B1(j), B2(j), . . . , Bm(j)} denote the nearest neighbor
bins at step j, i.e.,
BkðjÞ ¼ fy : ky ukðjÞk < ky ulk; l– k; y 2 Yg ð2Þ
The LBG design codebook as it evolves according to
Eq. (2) and the rule
ukðjþ 1Þ ¼ mean BkðjÞ; j ¼ 2; . . . ð3Þ
We assume that either a measure of convergence based on the
stability of the codebook or a priori step count terminates the
algorithm. For simplicity, we refer to the max–min/LBG
algorithm as the basic VQ algorithm (BVQ).
2.2.2. Multi-object applications
It is noted that the BVQ algorithm can be directly applied to
the image set universe. However, when proceeding in this
fashion, kernel points can fall on, or near, boundaries between
distinct objects within the image. In addition, small objects
Figure 1 Codebook evolution for 12 iterations.
Figure 2 Error counts as the algorithm iterates.
Object-based VQ for image compression 213and/or objects lacking compactness may fail to be represented
in the kernel. These characteristics are detrimental to the image
compression quality. We now describe modiﬁcations that
eliminate these occurrences and moreover give indirect
control over the composition of the kernel, which reﬂects the
composition of the image sub-objects.
The codebook point is characterized by position and gray
value. The codebook points compete on pixels points to form
two bins for each, one using the Euclidian distance (Eq. (1)
b= 0) and the other using gray distance (Eq. (1) a= 0). We
call a pixel connected to a codebook point if it exists in
the two bins of that codebook point; we refer to as they of
the same object. The disconnected pixel points are considered
error and are used for adapting the codebook in the upcoming
iteration.
To be more speciﬁc, we let S denote the grays of the image
objects set and C1, . . . , Cq denote the sub-objects of S. Let
e1, . . . , eq and/or m1, . . . , mq be the prior bin rms error goals
and/or cardinalities for the sub-objects, respectively. Let
k^1 ; . . . ; k
^
q denote kernels obtained via application of the
BVQ algorithm to the image. Although the kernel points k^j
may not be members of the Cj subsets, we classify them as
such. Let k^ ¼ Uk^i be the union of kernels. Although k^ is
not a BVQ kernel for the design set S under Euclidean
distance, it can function as a codebook with the advantage that
each object is represented to a degree speciﬁed by the designer.
Unfortunately, exemplars of one object can be close to points
of another, and hence the VQ process, based on k^ will blur
boundaries.
To reduce the inter-objects blurring we shall use the nearest
neighborhoods within the object together with nearest
neighborhoods within S. To be more precise, Consider u e k
of object C. Let Bj denote the nearest neighbor bin relative
to its respective sub-object, C, that is,
Bj ¼ fx : kx ujk  kx ulkall x;uj – ul 2 Cg
Simultaneously, each exemplar has a nearest neighbor bin
relative to set S, that is, B^j ¼ fx : kx ujk  kx ulk all
x;uj – ul 2 Sg
The points of Bj that are not also in B
^
j constitute the
deﬁciency set Dj ¼ Bj  Bj \ B^j .
In the second phase of the MOVQ algorithm a weighted
means used in an LBG-like process. The deﬁciency sets are
used to adjust weights and also to identify pairs of border
exemplars.
2.2.3. Modiﬁed via weighted VQ algorithms
Consider again the basic iteration summarized in Eqs. (2) and
(3). A weighted VQ algorithm (WVQ) refers to the use of a
weighted mean in Eq. (3), speciﬁcally,
uk ¼
1
N
X
p
wpxp
where the summation is over xp e Bk(j). We require also that
0 6 wp and N=
P
pwp to avoid obvious scale factor effects.
One might, for instance, choose to increment wp such that
Dwp
1 if xp deficient
a if xp otherwise

Such a strategy provides the ﬂexibility of weight control,
related to class, through the choice of a.2.2.4. Modiﬁed via reﬂection
The weighting process attracts the boundary codebook points
toward the areas where is points that belongs to an object is
considered as a part of the bins of another object. The modiﬁ-
cation via reﬂection applies repel force on the codebook that
wines points from a foreign object. To make our point clear
let us assume that x 2 B^i is an out of object member. Then
the reﬂection of x about ui is xa = ui  a(x  ui) such that
kxa  uik= akx  uik, where a is the reﬂection factor.
2.3. Codebook ﬁnalization
During this step, the interior codebook points of objects are
dropped from the ﬁnal codebook. The interior point is has
all codebook neighbors belong to the same object. A codebook
point uj is considered interior if its bin points B
^
j will be
assigned to codebook points of the same object based on the
Euclidian distance.
3. Experimental results
To present the performance of the proposed algorithm, exper-
imentations are carried on a set of standard images. However,
it will be more convenient to present the algorithm ﬁrst on a
simple image. For this purpose, we used a simple window
image Fig. 1. A Codebook of size 5, odd for two sets (even),
is selected. The initialization phase by the max–min positioned
the initial codebook are indicated by * inside the circle
Fig. 1(a). The same ﬁgure shows the position of the codebook
Figure 3 Lena PSNR= 21, CR= 100 original, decompressed, and codebook position.
Figure 4 The house image at CR = 100, PNSR= 20.3.
Figure 5 Lena PSNR= 24, CR = 70, PSNR= 27, CR = 60.
214 A.H. Aboualias the algorithm iterates by circle. The ﬁnal position of the
codebook is presented in Fig. 1(b). From this ﬁgure we can
easily infer that: (a) the big jumps of the codebook points
are during the ﬁrst few iterations. (b) The ﬁnal codebook
boundary points position lined up across the boundary of
the objects they represent. (c) Some codebook points could
be redundant, interior to the object. (d) The codebook com-
posed by this way preserves the image main features even if
codebook size is small. Fig. 2 presents the errors as the algo-
rithm iterates.
Fig. 3 presents the performance of the algorithm on a
standard image with CR= 100 and PSNR= 21. Fig. 3(a)represents the ﬁnal codebook position after 25 iterations.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) presents the original and the decompressed
image at CR = 100. The same experiment carried out for the
‘House’ standard image. The result of the compressed and
the original used is in Fig. 4. The decompressed image is not
of high quality which is normal at such compression ratio how-
ever; it preserves the main features of the original image.
To elevate the quality, we will consider the injection of
codebook points within the bins of signiﬁcant variance and
apply the same algorithm on those bins. Fig. 5 presents the
results of application of this change to Lena at compression
CR= 70, 60.
Figure 6 Medical image at CR = 300.
Figure 7 Codebook ﬁnalization phase.
Table 1 Lena PSNR vs. compression ratio.
MODIFIED LZ77 Proposed
PSNR Compression ratio PSNR Compression ratio
21.8 52 20.3 100
22.5 47 23.3 70
24.1 39 24.3 50
25.7 29 26.4 40
27.7 22 28.2 30
29.7 15 30.4 16
36.4 9 35.6 10
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images taken by different devices for patients in large numbers
and for a long time. So, we will include test cases from that
domain to present some of the former mentioned features of
the proposed algorithm. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the original
image and the decompressed image at CR = 300. The ﬁgure
presents the fact that even at that high compression ratio the
image preserves the main features of the original image.
Fig. 7(b) depicts a codebook after few iterations. From the
ﬁgure, we can see that the codebook is more in dense in the
areas where there exist details. The ﬁnalization phase,
Fig. 7(b) and (c), removes the codebook points that does not
add quality to the decompressed image due to the fact that
its neighbors belong to the same object.
To complete our study a comparative study with the
modiﬁed LZ77 reported in [1] is in Table 1 for Lena.4. Conclusion
An adaptive VQ technique for image compression is presented.
The proposed algorithm is a modiﬁed LBG algorithm that
considers inclusion of objects in the quantization process. The
proposed algorithm composed of three phases, the initial phase
which is themax–min algorithm; the second phase is an adopted
LBG and the ﬁnalization phase that removes the redundant
generated codebook. The proposed algorithm preserves the
image main features at high compression ratios. The use of
the same algorithm on bins of large variance enhances the image
quality. The results of the experimentation on images indicate
that the algorithm competes with similar algorithms in
performance. The performance and the compression ratio of
the proposed algorithm will be much better with images that
do not have much of details such as the standard images.
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